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Outline

● [10m] What do language models learn from predicting the next word?

○ Answer: a lot of stuff

● [10m] Why have language models taken off recently?

○ Answer: scaling, …

● [10m] How can you get language models to do more complicated tasks?

○ Answer: intermediate reasoning

● [10m] How do we make language models more user-friendly?

○ Answer: adapt them to user-friendly inputs

● Feel free to interrupt with questions :)



Dartmouth students like 
to ___

Language modeling objective

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a 0.00001
aardvark 0.000004
…
drink 0.5
…
study 0.23
…
zucchini 0.000002

(hypothetical)

Most basic form
(not chatGPT)



In my free time, I 
like to ___

[1/8] What do language models learn from next word prediction?
→ Grammar

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
banana 0.00001
…
run 0.7
…
zucchini

(hypothetical)

The next word 
is probably a 
verb

The next word 
is probably not 
a noun



The capital of 
Denmark is ___

[2/8] What do language models learn from next word prediction?
→ Facts about the world

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
Copenhagen 0.9
…
London 0.05
…
zucchini

(hypothetical)

Associations 
between 
words!



I went to the 
zoo to see 
giraffes, lions, 
and 

[3/8] What do language models learn from next word prediction?
→ Lexical semantics

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
spoon 0.00001
…
zebras 0.6
…
zucchini

(hypothetical)

The next word 
is probably 
related to 
giraffes and 
lions



I was engaged 
and on the edge 
of my seat the 
whole time. The 
movie was ___

[4/8] What do language models learn from next word prediction?
→ Sentiment analysis

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
bad 0.1
…
good 0.9
…
zucchini

(hypothetical)

Well, “engaged” is 
pretty indicative 
of a positive 
sentiment



Overall, the 
value I got from 
the two hours 
watching it was 
the sum total of 
the popcorn 
and the drink. 
The movie was 
___

[5/8] What do language models learn from next word prediction?
→ Harder sentiment analysis

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
bad 0.7
…
good 0.3
…
zucchini

(hypothetical)

Some 
more-complex 
understanding 
needed



The word for 
“pretty” in 
Spanish is ___

[6/8] What do language models learn from next word prediction?
→ Translation

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
bonita 0.8
…
hola 0.03
…
zucchini

(hypothetical)

Understanding 
of multiple 
languages



Iroh went into 
the kitchen to 
make some tea. 
Standing next to 
Iroh, Zuko 
pondered his 
destiny. Zuko 
left the ____

[7/8] What do language models learn from next word prediction?
→ Spatial reasoning

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…

…
kitchen 0.8
…
zucchini

(hypothetical)



3 + 8 + 4 = ___

[8/8] What do language models learn from next word prediction?
→ Easy arithmetic

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
14 0.1

15 0.7
…
zucchini

(hypothetical)

Understanding (or 
memorization) or 
addition?



The stock price 
of APPL on 
March 1st, 2023 
is ___

[1/6] What can’t language models do from next word prediction?
→ Not current world knowledge

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
? ?

…
zucchini

Language model 
was trained 
before that date



36382894730 + 
238302849204 = ___

[2/6] What can’t language models learn from next word prediction?
→ Not arbitrarily long arithmetic

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
? ?

…
zucchini

Not enough 
similar training 
data and also 
hard to figure out 
the pattern



Take the nineteenth 
digit of Pi and 
multiply it by the e to 
the fourth power. The 
resulting ones-digit 
of the resulting 
number is ___

[3/6] What can’t language models do from next word prediction?
→ Math questions you probably wouldn’t be able to do

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
? ?

…
zucchini

A lot of 
intermediate 
steps so hard to 
figure out the 
pattern



The winner of the 
FIFA world cup in 
2026 is ___

[4/6] What can’t language models do from next word prediction?
→ Predict the future

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
? ?

…
zucchini

Nobody can do 
this



Jason Wei’s favorite 
color is ___

[5/6] What can’t language models do from next word prediction?
→ Information that isn’t in the training data

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
? ?

…
zucchini

That information 
is probably not 
seen in its training 
data



[2,000 page Harry 
Potter fan-fiction]
What happened after 
Harry opened the 
chest for the second 
time? ___

[6/6] What can’t language models do from next word prediction?
→ Can’t take in extremely long pieces of text

Language 
Model

Word Probability
a
…
? ?

…
zucchini

Can’t take in very 
long inputs 
(limited to like 4k 
words-ish)



Rule of thumb: language models can do 
(with decent accuracy) most things that an 

average human can do in 1 minute.



…
Protein discovery
Clinical diagnosis
Play chess well
High-level planning
Abstract reasoning
Simple math
Commonsense reasoning
Know world knowledge
Translation
Sentiment analysis
Generate coherent text
Be grammatically correct

…
Protein discovery
Clinical diagnosis
Play chess well
High-level planning
Abstract reasoning
Simple math
Commonsense reasoning
Know world knowledge
Translation
Sentiment analysis
Generate coherent text
Be grammatically correct

Today (2023)2018

…
(?) Protein discovery
(?) Clinical diagnosis
(?) Play chess well
(?) High-level planning
(?) Abstract reasoning
Simple math
Commonsense reasoning
Know world knowledge
Translation
Sentiment analysis
Generate coherent text
Be grammatically correct

Future …?





Predictable gains as a result of scaling



Emergence in science

● Emergence: “a qualitative 
change that arises from 
quantitative changes”

Jacob Steinhardt, 2022. 

https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/pZaPhGg2hmmPwByHc/future-ml-systems-will-be-qualitatively-different


Definition: emergent abilities 
in large language models
An ability is emergent if it is not present in smaller 
models but is present in larger models.

● How to measure the “size” of the model?

○ Training FLOPs

○ Number of model parameters

○ Training dataset size



Emergence in few-shot prompting

> A few-shot prompted task is emergent if it 
achieves random accuracy for small models and 
above-random accuracy for large models.



Emergence in few-shot prompting



Emergence in few-shot prompting

Hendryks et al., 2020.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjIyqTb0Nz8AhWQLTQIHeXiB0YQFnoECA4QAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Farxiv.org%2Fabs%2F2009.03300&usg=AOvVaw2zosnpPbyH2xEZdpj74M0I


Input (English): The 1931 
Malay census was an alarm 
bell.

Target (IPA): ðə 1931 ˈmeɪleɪ 
ˈsɛnsəs wɑz ən əˈlɑrm bɛl.

BIG-Bench (Srivastava et al., 2022).

Emergence in few-shot prompting

http://srivastava


Inverse scaling can become U-shaped

Inverse scaling can become U-shaped, 2022. 
J. Wei, Y. Tay, & Q. Le.

Medium language model → “gold”

Large language model → “glib”

Small language model → “glib”
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Chain-of-thought prompting elicits reasoning in large language models (NeurIPS ‘22). 
J. Wei, X. Wang, D. Schuurmans, M. Bosma, B. Ichter, F. Xia, E. Chi, Q. Le, & D. Zhou.

Motivation:
● Enable language models to do more-complicated tasks
● Guide them with “meta-data” (i.e., reasoning process)
● Prompts are manually composed (prompt engineering helps)

CoT paper
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CoT demo
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GSM8K

Finetuned 
SOTA at the 
time

Finetuned 
SOTA

Human

StrategyQA

Real model output #1

Q:  Can you hide a 
basketball in a sand 
cat's ear?

A: A basketball is about 
30 cm in diameter. A 
sand cat's ear is about 2 
cm in diameter. Thus, a 
basketball would not fit 
in a sand cat's ear. So 
the answer is no.

CoT paper



CoT on BIG-Bench: Benchmark 

Challenging BIG-Bench tasks and whether chain-of-thought can solve them.
M. Suzgun, N. Scales, N. Schärli, S. Gehrmann, Y. Tay, H. W. Chung, A. Chowdhery, Q. V. Le, E. Chi, D. Zhou, and J. Wei.

BIG-Bench Hard (BBH):
● 23 challenging tasks from 

BIG-Bench benchmark 
where no model beats avg. 
human rater



CoT on BIG-Bench: Result summary

Detail: better formatting (options, task 
description) already beats prior best

CoT prompting improves by 
performance by +16.7%, passes avg. 
human on majority of tasks

Model much lower than average human rater



● CoT requires sufficient model scale for positive delta
● On aggregate, threshold is davinci-002 / PaLM 62B

CoT on BIG-Bench: Scaling



● No-CoT performance is flat, i.e., hasn’t unlocked emergence _yet_ ;)
● CoT unlocks emergent performance

CoT on BIG-Bench: Emergence



Why does scaling up improve chain-of-thought?
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Self-consistency: majority vote

Q: Roger has 5 tennis balls. He buys 2 
more cans of tennis balls. Each can has 3 
tennis balls. How many tennis balls does 
he have now? 
A: Roger started with 5 balls. 2 cans of 3 
tennis balls each is 6 tennis balls. 5 + 6 = 
11. The answer is 11.

Q: Janet’s ducks lay 16 eggs per day. She 
eats three for breakfast every morning 
and bakes muffins for her friends every 
day with four. She sells the remainder for 
$2 per egg. How much does she make 
every day?
A:

Prompt with example chain of thought

Language 
model

She has 16 - 3 - 4 = 9 eggs 
left. So she makes $2 * 9 = 
$18 per day. 

Sample decode with diverse reasoning paths

She eats 3 for breakfast, so 
she has 16 - 3 = 13 left. Then 
she bakes muffins, so she 
has 13 - 4 = 9 eggs left. So 
she has 9 eggs * $2 = $18. 

This means she uses 3 + 4 = 7 
eggs every day. So in total 
she sells 7 * $2 = $14 per day. 

The answer is $18.

The answer is $14.

The answer is $18.

Majority vote 
on the answers

The answer is $18.

Self-consistency improves chain-of-thought reasoning in language models (ICLR ‘23).
X. Wang, J. Wei, D. Schuurmans, Q. Le, E. Chi, S. Narang, A. Chowdhery, & D. Zhou.



Multilingual chain-of-thought prompting

Language models are multilingual chain-of-thought reasoners.
F. Shi, M. Suzgun, M. Freitag, X. Wang, S. Srivats, S. Vosoughi, H. Chung, Y. Tay, S. Ruder, D. Zhou, D. Das, & J. Wei.



Multilingual chain-of-thought prompting

Language models are multilingual chain-of-thought reasoners.
F. Shi, M. Suzgun, M. Freitag, X. Wang, S. Srivats, S. Vosoughi, H. Chung, Y. Tay, S. Ruder, D. Zhou, D. Das, & J. Wei.

Pretty high accuracy on 
math problems given and 
solved in underrepresented 
languages



● Framework for “more-complicated” prompting
○ What’s the best way to get a language model to do a task? Few-shot prompting is 

kinda thinking by analogy from machine learning on (x, y) pairs
● Limitation: Few-shot CoT is task-specific and requires the prompt 

engineer
● Given explosion of tasks solved by LMs, we should be more 

open-minded about what tasks will be solved in next 1-2 years

Chain-of-thought prompting elicits reasoning in large language models (NeurIPS ‘22). 
J. Wei, X. Wang, D. Schuurmans, M. Bosma, B. Ichter, F. Xia, E. Chi, Q. Le, & D. Zhou.

Chain-of-thought: Discussion



How do we make language models more user-friendly?

Write me a 
poem about 
bananas

Language 
Model

and other fruits. Make 
sure the poem rhymes.

Write me a 
poem about 
bananas

Language 
Model

Oh, yellow fruit so 
sweet and bright,
A symbol of health, a 
tasty delight. [...]



Flan-U-PaLM-540BFlan-T5-XXL (11B) Flan-PaLM-540B

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.11416

Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.
{H. Chung, L. Hou, S. Longpre}, …, and J. Wei. arXiv 2022.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.11416


Instruction finetuning

# Tasks Largest 
model size 
(# params)

T0 (Sanh et al., 2021) 170 11B

Tk-Instruct (Wang et al., 2022) 1.5K 11B

FLAN-1 (Wei et al., 2021) 62 137B

Multi-task prompted training enables zero-shot task generalization. Sanh et al., 2021.

Benchmarking generalization via in-context instructions on 1,600+ language tasks. Wang et al., 2022.

Finetuned language models are zero-shot learners. Wei et al., 2021.

Flan (this paper) 1.8K 540B

Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.
{H. Chung, L. Hou, S. Longpre}, …, and J. Wei. arXiv 2022.



Scaling finetuning tasks

Task collections from prior 
work are combined. 

Held-out tasks are 
challenging and not 
included in the finetuning 
datasets.

Dataset with 
chain-of-thought 
annotations are 
included to enable 
reasoning.

Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.
{H. Chung, L. Hou, S. Longpre}, …, and J. Wei. arXiv 2022.



Instructional templates

We train on examples 
without and without 
exemplars, and with and 
without chain-of-thought.

Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.
{H. Chung, L. Hou, S. Longpre}, …, and J. Wei. arXiv 2022.



Flan models

Instruction 
finetuning is 
compute efficient!

They have different 
architecture and 
pre-training objectives.

The models we train span 
a variety of sizes (80M to 
540B parameters).

Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.
{H. Chung, L. Hou, S. Longpre}, …, and J. Wei. arXiv 2022.



Scaling model size and number of finetuning tasks

Scaling improves performance 
by a lot. Instruction finetuning 
further improves performance 
by a large margin.

Scaling finetuning tasks also 
improves performance, though 
with a decreasing effect

Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.
{H. Chung, L. Hou, S. Longpre}, …, and J. Wei. arXiv 2022.



Flan-PaLM achieves new SoTA on several benchmarks

Combining Flan-PaLM with CoT 
prompting and self-consistency 
achieves new state-of-the-art 
on three benchmark suites.

Self-consistency improves chain-of-thought reasoning in large language models. Wang et al., 2022.

Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.
{H. Chung, L. Hou, S. Longpre}, …, and J. Wei. arXiv 2022.



Instruction finetuning unlocks zero-shot reasoning

Instruction-finetuning with CoT data 
unlocks zero-shot reasoning via “let’s 
think step-by-step”.

Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.
{H. Chung, L. Hou, S. Longpre}, …, and J. Wei. arXiv 2022.



Usability evaluation

Flan-PaLM is preferred by human 
raters compared to PaLM.

Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.
{H. Chung, L. Hou, S. Longpre}, …, and J. Wei. arXiv 2022.



Public Flan-T5 checkpoints

We release public Flan-T5 

checkpoints, which have very 

strong performance even 

compared to larger models.

Models: https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model_doc/flan-t5

Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.
{H. Chung, L. Hou, S. Longpre}, …, and J. Wei. arXiv 2022.



Flan takeaways

Scaling instruction-finetuning 

(# tasks, # model parameters) 

improves performance.

Instruction finetuning also improves 

zero-shot reasoning and model usability 

by a large margin.

More? See the paper:

● Flan-T5 results and public checkpoints

● Ablations on CoT

● Qualitative examples

● Exact experimental results

● Etc.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.11416

Scaling instruction-finetuned language models.
{H. Chung, L. Hou, S. Longpre}, …, and J. Wei. arXiv 2022.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.11416


Conclusions of talk

● Language models acquire emergent abilities as they get scaled up (emergent abilities 

survey).

● The ability for language models to do multi-step reasoning emerges with scale, unlocking 

new tasks (chain of thought and follow-up work).

● There are reasons to believe that language models will continue to get bigger and better.

○ Even more new abilities may emerge :)



Looking forward (just my personal interests)

● Scaling
● Better prompting and characterization of language model abilities
● Applied work (therapy, creative writing, science)
● Benchmarks
● Compute-efficient methods for better language models



Thanks.
jason.weng.wei@gmail.com

mailto:jasonwei@google.com

